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Laminated Films for Glass
New in the Mood representation: Viewcol films for producing images on glass. With
Viewcol films you can laminate any high resolution image or text material in file form
between two glass surfaces. The image imprint is extremely sharp, colours deep and
brilliant and colour glides soft.
- Free images on Viewcol films
- Laminating and safety glass feature with Evasafe films
- The amount of glass to be used is determined freely according to the project
- It is also possible to embed LED light fittings
Viewcol film is a 0.125 mm thick transparent PET polyester foil. The end colours are
transparent, so that light shines through the glass and transparency is not restricted
(light penetration >99%). If required, the surface transparency can be changed by adding
frost films (light penetration <78%) or cover films (light penetration <7%). The film is
1580mm wide.
It is recommended that Viewcol image film is laminated between two Bridgestone
Evasafe foil layers. Evasafe foil is an EVA (Ethylene Vinyl Acetate) based material
between layers for strengthening laminated safety glass. It has excellent adhesive and
durability attributes. The laminated pieces of glass become damp-proof, so they can
also be installed frameless to humid and outdoor spaces. The ensemble can be also be
installed to projects with high temperature.
Evasafe films can be use to increase sound-proofing and for making UV filter glass.
Evasafe films have been tested and certified for both indoor and outdoor use. Viewcol
and Evasafe films can be laminated in a process either with or without an autoclave.

The images can be from the Mood Images collection, designed by the Mood design
services, or client’s own images. There are also options for material copies, in addition to
the images and texts. The colour system is RGB.
Setting the Mood
Mood is a project house for interior and architectural projects, which develops and
makes use of the latest techniques and product applications in digital image transfers
for implementing different image and effect elements. Mood concepts include Mood
Acoustic element (acoustic wall solutions, partitions), Mood Led Light Box with textile
surface and Mood Lamps - lamps with printed shades. The latest addition is Mood
Glass, suitable even for facade construction. Mood range also includes complete image
collections as well as the customised project-specific design service.
Mood operates in partnership with the leading, most innovative suppliers in Europe. We
would be pleased to provide more information about Mood image concepts and services.
More information and image collections can be found in www.mood.fi.
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The delivery period for Mood Glass films is 8 weeks + shipping.

